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“… I am far from underestimating the importance of dividends;
but I rank dividends below human character”

Theodore Roosevelt
26th President of the United States
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SUMMARY

Dividend policy has significant impact on the company's capital market, in particular
the dynamics of the price of its shares. Dividends represent cash income of shareholders
and to some extent, signal them about success of the firm they have invested. From that
point of view dividend policy has crucial impact on investment decisions.

Numbers of valuation models based on dividend payouts exist in the financial theory
and they imply importance of dividends in making investment decisions. Alternatively
some authors argue that role of the dividends is overestimated, as investors do not
separate dividends and capital earnings. I believe that dividend policy has broad
influence not only on share valuation, but also on capital structure of the company and
its stock market liquidity.

Study intended to discover if dividend payouts and future earnings can be predicted
based on stock market liquidity and capital structure. I have analysed 72 companies
associated with Nordic information technologies market and tried to find main
characteristics of dividend policy adopted in those companies. I have divided my
research question into three parts and studied hypothesises which are associated with
the research question.

I found relationship of dividend policies with future earnings growth power, firm capital
structure and market liquidity. As a result of my study I have observed financial
statements data and obtained the following outcome: (1) with valid and approved
dividend policy, payout ratio is positively related to the future earnings growth rate (2)
companies that have less liquid stock markets are more likely to pay dividends (3)
companies with low leverage ratios have more probability of paying dividends. Also I
have found that historically low payout ratio is harbinger of low or even negative
earnings growth rates.

I believe that based on findings mentioned above, effective investment policy could be
created. For the investor who favours to invest in company with high earnings growth
perspectives and receive high dividends in the future, results of the study could be
interesting. According to the results of the research, for “dividend preferring” investor,
funds should be invested in the company with constantly high payout ratio, low stock
market liquidity and debt-to-equity ratio below 1. In that case the probability of meeting
investment expectations would be much higher.

Keywords: dividend policy, stock market liquidity, capital structure, earnings, Miller

and Modigliani, dividend signalling theory, Nordic IT Market, dividend payout.
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by
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view
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capitalization of net income, and minority shareholders, whose main aim is to receive
immediate profits
adversely affect the price of the stock of

Comparatively high
company oriented to pay direct dividend, instead of using dual
includes stoc
low payout ratio could be associated with low dividends and regular stock repurchase.
However, firms with low distribution ratio will have low dividend pa
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Therefore it could be very important to develop transparent mechanisms for determining
the accumulation and distribution of the dividends.
find
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3.1.1
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identify existing theories for dividend payout ratio and future earnings relationship.
There are some approaches to the
relationship with future earnings in the theory of finance
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According to the theory
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Companies that pay dividends reduce their retained earnings, and thus increase the
amount which these firms should compensate further in order to provide investing
activitie
strongly interrelated with the policy of paying dividends.

First of all we should explain Miller and Modigliani’s point for this question.
addition to the assumptions ab
and Miller's work provide the following assumptions: (1) the dividend policy accepted
by the firm has no effect on its capital budget and structure (2) the behaviour of all
investors is rational.

Taking these conditions as a true Miller and Modigliani concluded that the policy of
paying dividends and capital structure of firms does not affect
irrelevant.
amount of retained earnings, which can be invested in new assets, and this decrease
earnings
should be
expected dividends for the former shareholders.
deprive
Consequently,
indifferent to the choice between receiving
receive dividends in the future,
of paying dividends will have no effect on the price of the shares

With perfect capital market
projects, as these decisions determine the future cash flows from operations of the
company and risk of these flows
structure) will have no effect on the value of the firm
411

On the other hand
have large proportion of equity more expected to pay
companies that heavily depended on external debt. If company borrow funds from
external sources there is a high probability that it will use all revenues on debt
repayment as a cost of financing.
tool to finance future projects, debt could rise significantly over time, thus investors
would require more compensations for that risk, for example in form of new dividends.
Thus it could be vicious circle of dividends growth.
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do exclude companies which do not pay dividends, as it could be the case
that those companies have enough liquidi
paying dividends. Thus here we need three types of measurement: (

(2) dividend payout ratio (3) correlation ratio.

The following ratios will be used to measure liquidity:
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r ratio equals to 2.5
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how many times one share passes from hand to hand in a month. For example, if the
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research

ratio raises when firm do not pay dividend in previous year or if earnings growth
ratio declines if dividends were paid.
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have long run effect of earnings growth, thus I use 2
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going to divide sample into two groups: (1) firms with below than average payout ratio

ove than average payout ratio. As a result we could compare two
groups and draw some conclusions on sample. These methods, I believe, would give
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ty of their shares and there is no motivation for

paying dividends. Thus here we need three types of measurement: (
(2) dividend payout ratio (3) correlation ratio.

The following ratios will be used to measure liquidity:
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going to divide sample into two groups: (1) firms with below than average payout ratio
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groups and draw some conclusions on sample. These methods, I believe, would give
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ty of their shares and there is no motivation for

paying dividends. Thus here we need three types of measurement: (
(2) dividend payout ratio (3) correlation ratio.
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do exclude companies which do not pay dividends, as it could be the case
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was formed through the issuance of preferred shares.
preferred shares.

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
represent equity

offered rights
balance sheet includes

Therefore financial professionals
hybrid security with the form of ordinary share but with the
term debt obligation
that the preferred stock with will generate periodic

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

I am

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

capital structure.

use EPS ratio as a measure of income per share and
Standards (2008:1126, IAS 33)
ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
number of ordinary shares outstanding (the denominator) d

I am go
different capital structures.

Aziz Mirzabekov

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that
make a decision and compare these results with dividend policies.

Variables used in Hypothesis 3 testing

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

noted above
dividend per share

(D/NI) ratios to measure dividend policy. As a result
relationships if they exist.

“debt to equity
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w
was formed through the issuance of preferred shares.
preferred shares.

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
represent equity or could be financial

offered rights
includes

Therefore financial professionals
with the form of ordinary share but with the

term debt obligation
that the preferred stock with will generate periodic

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

going to use D/E ratio adjusted for preferred st

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

capital structure.

use EPS ratio as a measure of income per share and
Standards (2008:1126, IAS 33)
ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
number of ordinary shares outstanding (the denominator) d

I am going to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with
different capital structures.

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that
make a decision and compare these results with dividend policies.

Variables used in Hypothesis 3 testing

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

noted above I am
dividend per share

ratios to measure dividend policy. As a result
relationships if they exist.

debt to equity
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w
was formed through the issuance of preferred shares.

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
or could be financial

offered rights
includes

Therefore financial professionals
with the form of ordinary share but with the

term debt obligation (Spiller & May, 1990
that the preferred stock with will generate periodic

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

going to use D/E ratio adjusted for preferred st

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

capital structure.

use EPS ratio as a measure of income per share and
Standards (2008:1126, IAS 33)
ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
number of ordinary shares outstanding (the denominator) d

ing to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with
different capital structures.

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that
make a decision and compare these results with dividend policies.

Variables used in Hypothesis 3 testing

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

I am
dividend per share

ratios to measure dividend policy. As a result
relationships if they exist.

debt to equity
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w
was formed through the issuance of preferred shares.

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
or could be financial

offered rights
includes ordinary and

Therefore financial professionals
with the form of ordinary share but with the

(Spiller & May, 1990
that the preferred stock with will generate periodic

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

going to use D/E ratio adjusted for preferred st

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

capital structure.

use EPS ratio as a measure of income per share and
Standards (2008:1126, IAS 33)
ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
number of ordinary shares outstanding (the denominator) d

ing to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with
different capital structures.

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that
make a decision and compare these results with dividend policies.

Variables used in Hypothesis 3 testing

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

I am going to use debt to equity ratio
dividend per share

ratios to measure dividend policy. As a result
relationships if they exist.

debt to equity
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w
was formed through the issuance of preferred shares.

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
or could be financial

offered rights to their owners. In practice
ordinary and

Therefore financial professionals
with the form of ordinary share but with the

(Spiller & May, 1990
that the preferred stock with will generate periodic

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

going to use D/E ratio adjusted for preferred st

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

use EPS ratio as a measure of income per share and
Standards (2008:1126, IAS 33)
ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
number of ordinary shares outstanding (the denominator) d

ing to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with
different capital structures.

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that
make a decision and compare these results with dividend policies.

Variables used in Hypothesis 3 testing

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

going to use debt to equity ratio
dividend per share

ratios to measure dividend policy. As a result

debt to equity
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w
was formed through the issuance of preferred shares.

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
or could be financial

to their owners. In practice
ordinary and

Therefore financial professionals
with the form of ordinary share but with the

(Spiller & May, 1990
that the preferred stock with will generate periodic

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

going to use D/E ratio adjusted for preferred st

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

use EPS ratio as a measure of income per share and
Standards (2008:1126, IAS 33)
ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
number of ordinary shares outstanding (the denominator) d

ing to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that
make a decision and compare these results with dividend policies.

Variables used in Hypothesis 3 testing

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

going to use debt to equity ratio
dividend per share

ratios to measure dividend policy. As a result

debt to equity”
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w
was formed through the issuance of preferred shares.

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
or could be financial

to their owners. In practice
ordinary and

Therefore financial professionals
with the form of ordinary share but with the

(Spiller & May, 1990
that the preferred stock with will generate periodic

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

going to use D/E ratio adjusted for preferred st

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

use EPS ratio as a measure of income per share and
Standards (2008:1126, IAS 33) it is calculated by dividing profit or loss attributable to
ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
number of ordinary shares outstanding (the denominator) d

ing to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that
make a decision and compare these results with dividend policies.

Variables used in Hypothesis 3 testing

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

going to use debt to equity ratio
(DPS)

ratios to measure dividend policy. As a result

this ratio helps us to illustrate the influence of capital
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w
was formed through the issuance of preferred shares.

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
or could be financial

to their owners. In practice
ordinary and

Therefore financial professionals believe that this kind of stocks a
with the form of ordinary share but with the

(Spiller & May, 1990
that the preferred stock with will generate periodic

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

going to use D/E ratio adjusted for preferred st

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

use EPS ratio as a measure of income per share and
it is calculated by dividing profit or loss attributable to

ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
number of ordinary shares outstanding (the denominator) d

ing to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that
make a decision and compare these results with dividend policies.

Variables used in Hypothesis 3 testing

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

going to use debt to equity ratio
(DPS)

ratios to measure dividend policy. As a result

this ratio helps us to illustrate the influence of capital
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w
was formed through the issuance of preferred shares.

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
or could be financial

to their owners. In practice
ordinary and as well as

believe that this kind of stocks a
with the form of ordinary share but with the

(Spiller & May, 1990
that the preferred stock with will generate periodic

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

going to use D/E ratio adjusted for preferred st

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

use EPS ratio as a measure of income per share and
it is calculated by dividing profit or loss attributable to

ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
number of ordinary shares outstanding (the denominator) d

ing to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that
make a decision and compare these results with dividend policies.

Variables used in Hypothesis 3 testing

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

going to use debt to equity ratio
(DPS), earnings per share

ratios to measure dividend policy. As a result

this ratio helps us to illustrate the influence of capital
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w
was formed through the issuance of preferred shares.

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
or could be financial liability

to their owners. In practice
as well as

believe that this kind of stocks a
with the form of ordinary share but with the

(Spiller & May, 1990
that the preferred stock with will generate periodic

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

going to use D/E ratio adjusted for preferred st

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

use EPS ratio as a measure of income per share and
it is calculated by dividing profit or loss attributable to

ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
number of ordinary shares outstanding (the denominator) d

ing to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that
make a decision and compare these results with dividend policies.

Variables used in Hypothesis 3 testing

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

going to use debt to equity ratio
earnings per share

ratios to measure dividend policy. As a result

this ratio helps us to illustrate the influence of capital
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w
was formed through the issuance of preferred shares.

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
liability

to their owners. In practice
as well as

believe that this kind of stocks a
with the form of ordinary share but with the

(Spiller & May, 1990, p
that the preferred stock with will generate periodic

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

going to use D/E ratio adjusted for preferred st

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

use EPS ratio as a measure of income per share and
it is calculated by dividing profit or loss attributable to

ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
number of ordinary shares outstanding (the denominator) d

ing to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that
make a decision and compare these results with dividend policies.

Variables used in Hypothesis 3 testing

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

going to use debt to equity ratio
earnings per share

ratios to measure dividend policy. As a result

this ratio helps us to illustrate the influence of capital
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w
was formed through the issuance of preferred shares.

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
liability

to their owners. In practice
as well as preferred shares.

believe that this kind of stocks a
with the form of ordinary share but with the

, pp. 4
that the preferred stock with will generate periodic

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

going to use D/E ratio adjusted for preferred st

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

use EPS ratio as a measure of income per share and
it is calculated by dividing profit or loss attributable to

ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
number of ordinary shares outstanding (the denominator) d

ing to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that
make a decision and compare these results with dividend policies.

Variables used in Hypothesis 3 testing

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

going to use debt to equity ratio
earnings per share

ratios to measure dividend policy. As a result

this ratio helps us to illustrate the influence of capital
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w
was formed through the issuance of preferred shares.

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
liability.

to their owners. In practice
preferred shares.

believe that this kind of stocks a
with the form of ordinary share but with the

. 4-
that the preferred stock with will generate periodic

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

going to use D/E ratio adjusted for preferred st

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

use EPS ratio as a measure of income per share and
it is calculated by dividing profit or loss attributable to

ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
number of ordinary shares outstanding (the denominator) d

ing to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that
make a decision and compare these results with dividend policies.

Variables used in Hypothesis 3 testing

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

going to use debt to equity ratio
earnings per share

ratios to measure dividend policy. As a result

this ratio helps us to illustrate the influence of capital
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w
was formed through the issuance of preferred shares.

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
. Preferred

to their owners. In practice
preferred shares.

believe that this kind of stocks a
with the form of ordinary share but with the

-12
that the preferred stock with will generate periodic

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

going to use D/E ratio adjusted for preferred st

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

use EPS ratio as a measure of income per share and
it is calculated by dividing profit or loss attributable to

ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
number of ordinary shares outstanding (the denominator) d

ing to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that
make a decision and compare these results with dividend policies.

Variables used in Hypothesis 3 testing

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

going to use debt to equity ratio
earnings per share

ratios to measure dividend policy. As a result

this ratio helps us to illustrate the influence of capital
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w
was formed through the issuance of preferred shares.

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
Preferred

to their owners. In practice reflection of the share capital in the
preferred shares.

believe that this kind of stocks a
with the form of ordinary share but with the

12). Some resemblance to the bonds is
that the preferred stock with will generate periodic

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

going to use D/E ratio adjusted for preferred st

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

use EPS ratio as a measure of income per share and
it is calculated by dividing profit or loss attributable to

ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
number of ordinary shares outstanding (the denominator) d

ing to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that
make a decision and compare these results with dividend policies.

Variables used in Hypothesis 3 testing

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

going to use debt to equity ratio
earnings per share

ratios to measure dividend policy. As a result

this ratio helps us to illustrate the influence of capital
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w
was formed through the issuance of preferred shares. The reason is the specificity of

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
Preferred

reflection of the share capital in the
preferred shares.

believe that this kind of stocks a
with the form of ordinary share but with the

Some resemblance to the bonds is
that the preferred stock with will generate periodic

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

going to use D/E ratio adjusted for preferred st

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

use EPS ratio as a measure of income per share and
it is calculated by dividing profit or loss attributable to

ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
number of ordinary shares outstanding (the denominator) d

ing to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that
make a decision and compare these results with dividend policies.

Variables used in Hypothesis 3 testing

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

going to use debt to equity ratio
earnings per share (EPS)

ratios to measure dividend policy. As a result

this ratio helps us to illustrate the influence of capital
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w

The reason is the specificity of

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
Preferred shares

reflection of the share capital in the
preferred shares.

believe that this kind of stocks a
with the form of ordinary share but with the

Some resemblance to the bonds is
that the preferred stock with will generate periodic dividend payments

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

going to use D/E ratio adjusted for preferred st

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

use EPS ratio as a measure of income per share and in I
it is calculated by dividing profit or loss attributable to

ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
number of ordinary shares outstanding (the denominator) during the period.

ing to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that
make a decision and compare these results with dividend policies.

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

going to use debt to equity ratio (D/E)
(EPS)

ratios to measure dividend policy. As a result

this ratio helps us to illustrate the influence of capital
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w

The reason is the specificity of

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
shares

reflection of the share capital in the
preferred shares.

believe that this kind of stocks a
with the form of ordinary share but with the content similar to

Some resemblance to the bonds is
dividend payments

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

going to use D/E ratio adjusted for preferred stocks.

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

in I
it is calculated by dividing profit or loss attributable to

ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
uring the period.

ing to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that
make a decision and compare these results with dividend policies.

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

(D/E)
(EPS), dividends paid to net

ratios to measure dividend policy. As a result I should be able to find

this ratio helps us to illustrate the influence of capital
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w

The reason is the specificity of

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
shares

reflection of the share capital in the
preferred shares.

believe that this kind of stocks a
content similar to

Some resemblance to the bonds is
dividend payments

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

ocks.

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

in International Accounting
it is calculated by dividing profit or loss attributable to

ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
uring the period.

ing to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with

Master Thesis, 15 hp

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that
make a decision and compare these results with dividend policies.

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

(D/E)
, dividends paid to net
should be able to find

this ratio helps us to illustrate the influence of capital
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w

The reason is the specificity of

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
shares differ from ordinary

reflection of the share capital in the

believe that this kind of stocks appear as
content similar to

Some resemblance to the bonds is
dividend payments

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

ocks.

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

nternational Accounting
it is calculated by dividing profit or loss attributable to

ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
uring the period.

ing to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with

Master Thesis, 15 hp

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

to measure capital
, dividends paid to net
should be able to find

this ratio helps us to illustrate the influence of capital
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w

The reason is the specificity of

According to International Accounting Standards (2008:1126, IAS 32)
differ from ordinary

reflection of the share capital in the

ppear as
content similar to

Some resemblance to the bonds is
dividend payments

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
use the formula of net income minus dividends on preferred shares accrued for the
reporting period to calculate D/NI ratio to illustrate the relationship of dividend policy

nternational Accounting
it is calculated by dividing profit or loss attributable to

ordinary equity holders of the parent entity (the numerator) by the weighted average
uring the period.

ing to find the probability of paying dividends by companies with

Master Thesis, 15 hp

All of these ratios and measures would determine liquidity levels of stocks, so that

Hypothesis 3 argues that firms with relatively high leverage ratios pay dividend less

to measure capital
, dividends paid to net
should be able to find

this ratio helps us to illustrate the influence of capital
structure of the company on its dividend policy, however in order to quantify this effect
more correctly some amendments should be done. In the denominator of the ratio,
believe, the total share capital should be adjusted and reduced to the proportion w

The reason is the specificity of

preferred
differ from ordinary

reflection of the share capital in the

ppear as
content similar to

Some resemblance to the bonds is
dividend payments

In theory, corporate management can sometimes waive these fees,
in practice often prefers not to do so because of possible negative consequences

Taking into account that D/E ratio adjusted for the effects of preferred shares, further
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The most important chapter of the thesis analyses three hypothesis stated in previous
chapters. All three hypotheses testing divided into four parts: (1) formulation of the null
hypothesis (2) test statistic selection (
hypothesis testing

5.1 Hypothesis 1 testing

As I have mentioned before number
possible relationship between dividends and future earnings. Some of them argue that
there should not be impact of dividends on future earnings; some say that earnings can
be predicted by dividends. In my study
relationship.

In my sample I have collected data for 72 companies. However due to
improve accuracy of my test, companies that did not pay dividends were removed from
the sample. For example,
considering results for 2005 I will not include this company in the sample.
done because I am going to test the quality of relationship between two variables, i.e. if
companies paying high d
or not, thus there is no reason for including non
figure
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Next I have calculated Payout Ratio for each company as DPS/EPS results.
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The next step was to calculate 2 years subsequent earnings growth rate for companies as
to test impact of dividend payments on future earnings growth. This ratio

was calculated as percentage change of earnings for the year. For example, Comptel
Oyj’s earnings were the following:

36,494.08

1 year change for 2003 calculated as:

Thus 1 year earnings change would be:

To find average 2 years return I have just calculated arithmetic average of returns:

These results give
and after that its earnings grew for about 1.17 points in average for 2004 and 2005.
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1.17

understanding that in 2003 Comptel Oyj paid 1.25 SEK dividends
and after that its earnings grew for about 1.17 points in average for 2004 and 2005.

It is worth to say that in the calculation of the returns I have cut 5% of extreme results,
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was calculated as percentage change of earnings for the year. For example, Comptel
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understanding that in 2003 Comptel Oyj paid 1.25 SEK dividends
and after that its earnings grew for about 1.17 points in average for 2004 and 2005.
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Having earnings growth rates, now we can compare the results for two groups and
if group 1’s earnings growth rate was higher than group 2’s.
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way divided them into two groups: (1) companies with high payout ratio (2) companies
with low payout ratio. For example, in 2007 median payout ratio was 0.4

was 20 (high payout) and 19 (low payout).

The next step was to calculate 2 years subsequent earnings growth rate for companies as
to test impact of dividend payments on future earnings growth. This ratio

was calculated as percentage change of earnings for the year. For example, Comptel
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52,321.73
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1.96

To find average 2 years return I have just calculated arithmetic average of returns:
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0.75

understanding that in 2003 Comptel Oyj paid 1.25 SEK dividends
and after that its earnings grew for about 1.17 points in average for 2004 and 2005.

It is worth to say that in the calculation of the returns I have cut 5% of extreme results,
s with extremely high growth rate, and 2 companies with extremely

Having earnings growth rates, now we can compare the results for two groups and
if group 1’s earnings growth rate was higher than group 2’s.
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higher growth rates of future earnings
= High dividend payout ratio results in higher growth rates of future earnings

way divided them into two groups: (1) companies with high payout ratio (2) companies
median payout ratio was 0.4

was 20 (high payout) and 19 (low payout).

The next step was to calculate 2 years subsequent earnings growth rate for companies as
to test impact of dividend payments on future earnings growth. This ratio

was calculated as percentage change of earnings for the year. For example, Comptel
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52,321.73
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understanding that in 2003 Comptel Oyj paid 1.25 SEK dividends
and after that its earnings grew for about 1.17 points in average for 2004 and 2005.

It is worth to say that in the calculation of the returns I have cut 5% of extreme results,
s with extremely high growth rate, and 2 companies with extremely

Having earnings growth rates, now we can compare the results for two groups and
if group 1’s earnings growth rate was higher than group 2’s.
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After calculation of t
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et al., 2
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5.1.4 Alternative hypothesis

At this point it will be useful to check the alternative hypothesis in terms of graphs and
correlation.
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I am going to test if companies that have low liquidity levels expected to pay dividends
with high probability comparing to high liquidity companies. For that reason I have
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500 to 10 000 we get portion of actively traded shares in 1 day, in our case it is 5%.
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Now we cl
probability of paying dividends.
while in Group 2

Further discussion will be presented in the next chapter.

5.3

Hypothesis states that companies with low leverage ratios pay have more chances to pay
dividends compared to companies with high proportion of debt in their capital structure.
I am going to use group comparison method to test this hyp
tests I will divide sample into two composites: (1) Companies that have total liabilities
to shareholders’ equity ratio greater than 1 and (2) Companies with total liabilities to
shareholders equity ratio less than 1. For exampl
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5.3.2 Definition of Test Statistic

As the sample size is more than 30 and standard deviation of the sample can be
calculated I am going to use Z
dividends in the

5.3.3

Under
2.575.
of leverage do not have more probability of paying dividends. In alternative
test I am going to use graphs and correlations to see if companies with low leverage
multiplier pay dividends more frequently.

5.3.4 Alternative hypothesis

Correlation coefficient
following:

Correlation coefficient close to
between leverage ratio and dividends, i.e. if leverage ratio is increasing probability of
paying divi

Additionally I have constructed figure (9) that indicates average dividends paid by
formulated groups. Results give evidence that average dividends paid by companies
with low leverage ratio (less than 1) are as twice higher then divi
leveraged companies. Along with previous results figure
hypothesis could be accepted.
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Aziz Mirzabekov

In this chapter results
Additionally topics for further research and contribution to new knowledge will be
displayed and discussed.

6.1.

Dividend policy is closely linked to the current and future use of profits in a company.
A key goal of such policy is to establish the optimal proportions between current profit
and future growth of the company. From that point of view I have conducted tes
three factors influencing dividend policy and got the following results:

Hypothesis 1.
the company. The results of this test, I think, are important for the investors because
future earnings could be predicted in terms of dividend paid for current period. As a
result of my study I have obtained

Miller and Modigliani developed their model with some restrictions that are not
appearing to be truth in real market. In my study, dividends have influence on future
earnings of the company and this relationsh

Also I have found that historically low payout ratio is harbinger of low or even negative
earnings growth rates. Managers and board of directors
aware of current and future financial sit
dividends there is a certainty in future earnings of the company. When managers are
pessimistic about the future earnings growth they will pay less dividends in order to
have funds for future difficulties.

Additionally when company pays high proportion of earnings as dividends, there are
fewer funds available to finance new investment projects and cost of financing is higher,
thus managers try to invest with more prudence and care. They invest only in projec
with high profitability rates and deny uncertain ones. Alternatively, companies that do
not pay or pay fewer dividends invest retained earnings in large amount of projects.
This could lead to “empire building”, when company tries to increase
while ignoring needs of existing shareholders and resulting rise of agency problems.
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Aziz Mirzabekov

I believe that dividend signalling theory is the most relevant to my study. I have found
that dividends could signal potential investors about the future expectat
about the company.

All possible explanations of the positive relationship between dividends and future
earnings mentioned above could be truth or not, this is only theory. However
statistically explaine

Hypothesis 2.
dividend payments or not and got results:

In illiquid markets investors expect additional compensation for the transaction costs
and risks, thus managers of such companies try to compensate the risk with dividends.
Alt
dividend paying.

There is strong interrelationship of dividend policy and companies stock market
strategy.
liquidity is low
could be seen as project financing costs, if liquidity is high issuing of new shares and
obtaining new equity capital is relatively easy. On the other han
market is illiquid there is no reason of issuing new shares, and debt used to finance new
projects, thus cost of financing is higher. That is why managers try to increase liquidity
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Appendix 1. List of companies included in the study.

№ Company Name Participation status Reason

1 Acando B In the sample

2 Addnode B In the sample

3 Affecto Oyj was not included Listed on May 2005

4 Aldata Solution Oyj In the sample

5 Anoto Group In the sample

6 Aspiro In the sample

7 Aspocomp Group Oyj In the sample

8 Axis In the sample

9 Basware Oyj In the sample

10 Beijer Electronics In the sample

11 CBRAIN was not included Listed on Feb 2006

12 Cencorp Oyj In the sample

13 Columbus IT Partner In the sample

14 Comendo was not included Listed on Dec 2006

15 Comptel Oyj In the sample

16 Connecta was not included Listed on May 2005

17 Cybercom Group Europe In the sample

18 Digia Oyj In the sample

19 Digital Vision In the sample

20 DORO In the sample

21 Elcoteq SE A In the sample

22 Elektrobit Oyj In the sample

23 Elektronik Gruppen In the sample

24 Enea In the sample

25 Ericsson In the sample

26 Euroinvestor.com was not included Listed on Jun 2007

27 eWork Scandinavia was not included Listed on Feb 2010

28 F-Secure Oyj In the sample

29 Fingerprint Cards In the sample

30 FormPipe Software was not included Listed on Jan 2005

31 GeoSentric Oyj In the sample

32 HiQ International In the sample

33 HMS Networks was not included Listed on Oct 2007

34 Industrial & Financial Syst. In the sample

35 Intoi In the sample

36 Ixonos Oyj In the sample

37 Jeeves Information Systems In the sample

38 Know IT In the sample

39 Lagercrantz Group In the sample

40 LBI International In the sample
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41 Maconomy In the sample

42 Micronic Laser Systems In the sample

43 Mobyson In the sample

44 Modul 1 Data In the sample

45 MSC Konsult In the sample

46 MultiQ International In the sample

47 Net entertainmaint NE was not included Listed on Apr 2007

48 Net Insight In the sample

49 Netop Solutions In the sample

50 Nokia Oyj In the sample

51 Nolato In the sample

52 NOTE was not included Listed on Jun 2004

53 NOVOTEK In the sample

54 Nyherji In the sample

55 Okmetic Oyj In the sample

56 Orc Software In the sample

57 PartnerTech In the sample

58 Precise Biometrics In the sample

59 Prevas In the sample

60 Pricer In the sample

61 Proact IT Group In the sample

62 Proha Oyj In the sample

63 PSI Group was not included Listed on Aug 2008

64 QPR Software Oyj In the sample

65 ReadSoft In the sample

66 RTX Telecom In the sample

67 Scanfil Oyj In the sample

68 Sensys Traffic In the sample

69 Sigma In the sample

70 SimCorp In the sample

71 Softronic In the sample

72 Solteq Oyj In the sample

73 SSH Communications In the sample

74 Stonesoft Oyj In the sample

75 Tecnomen Lifetree Oyj In the sample

76 Tekla Oyj In the sample

77 Teleste Oyj In the sample

78 Thrane & Thrane In the sample

79 Tieto Oyj In the sample

80 Tilgin was not included Listed on Dec 2006

81 Topsil Semiconductor Materials In the sample

82 Trade Doubler was not included Listed on Nov 2005

83 Trifork was not included Listed on Dec 2007

84 Vaisala Oyj In the sample

85 Westend ICT Oyj In the sample

86 Yleiselektroniikka In the sample
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